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China's Huawei rejects US criminal charges

1. diplomatic


2. spat


3. giant


4. accuse


5. litany


6. defraud


7. exploit


a. Use a situation or person in an unfair or selfish way. 


b. A very large company or organization. 


c. A long and repetitive series of things, like a list. 


d. Describing the profession, activity, or skill of managing 
international relations. 


e. Illegally get money from someone by deception. 


f. An argument.


g. To say that someone did a crime.

h. Make an effort to achieve or complete something difficult. 


i. To use, utilize, or send out a solution to a problem. 


j. Obeying the law, or the rules. 


k. Extremely angry. 


l. Try hard to persuade someone to do something. 


m. Damage someone’s reputation by false accusations. 


n. Protect from harm or damage. 

8. furious


9. deploy


10. smear


11. attempt


12. urge


13. safeguard


14. legitimate

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Activity 1: 
Match the meaning and the word. You can use a dictionary, of course.

These words are important words in this week’s article (on the next page).

Enter your answers on the Google Form answer sheet.

Enter your answers on the Google Form answer sheet.

Week 2
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A new diplomatic spat has broken out between China and the 
USA over the USA's treatment of China's technology giant 
Huawei. The USA has accused Huawei of criminal 
wrongdoing. It has charged the company with a litany of 
crimes, including bank fraud, wire fraud, conspiracy to 
defraud the United States, and theft of trade secrets. The 
director of the FBI explained the charges at a press 
conference. He told reporters: "The charges are the result of 
years of investigative work conducted by the FBI and our law 
enforcement partners. These charges expose Huawei's 
brazen and persistent actions to exploit American companies 
and financial institutions and to threaten the free and fair 
global marketplace."  

China is furious over the USA's treatment of Huawei. It has 
accused the USA of trying to "kill" Chinese businesses. A 
spokesman from China's Foreign Ministry, Geng Shuang, said 
in a statement on Tuesday: "For some time now, the United 
States has deployed its state power to smear and crack down 
on targeted Chinese companies in an attempt to kill their 
normal and legal business operations." He added: "We 
strongly urge the US to stop its unreasonable crackdown on 
Chinese companies, including Huawei, and treat Chinese 
companies objectively and fairly." He warned that: "China will 
firmly safeguard the legitimate and proper rights of Chinese 
companies." 

Sources:  
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/01/28/business/huawei-us-china-response-intl/index.html  
https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/chinese-telecom-firm-huawei-indicted-012819  
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/2184057/huawei-charges-are-us-attempt-smear-chinese-companies-beijing

China's Huawei rejects US criminal charges
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1. What wrongdoing did the USA accuse Huawei of?  

2. What did the USA accuse Huawei of doing with trade secrets?  

3. Who spoke at a press conference?  

4. How long did the FBI investigate Huawei?  

5. What did the FBI say the actions of Huawei threatened?  

6. How does China feel about the USA's treatment of Huawei?  

7. What did China accuse the USA of doing to Chinese companies?  

8. Who is Geng Shuang?  

9. What did China urge the USA to stop?  

10. What did China say it would safeguard?

Activity 2: 
Synonym match. 
Synonyms are words that have the same meaning (for example, “buy” and “purchase” are synonyms. 
Which word (in the right-side column) is a synonym for a word in the article (left-side column)?

Enter your answers on the Google Form answer sheet.

1. spat 

2. accused  

3. litany 

4. disclosed  

5. persistent  

6. furious 

7. smear  

8. attempt  

9. urge  

10. safeguard  

a. effort  

b. revealed  

c. angry 

d. blamed  

e. damage 

f. protect  

g. argument  

h. encourage  

i. list  

j. determined 

Activity 3: 
Comprehension questions.

Enter your answers on the Google Form answer sheet.  
Long, detailed answers aren’t required, but are welcome if you’d like to answer in full sentences.
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Activity 4 (optional - you don’t have to do this if you don’t want to): 
Writing: Write a response to two or more of these discussion questions.

There is no “correct” answer. This is just some writing practice, and another chance for me to see 
your English level!

(This activity is optional. You don’t have to do it. If you DO decide to write an answer, please don’t 
use honyakusofto. That’s a huge waste of my reading time, and a huge waste of your time. 
NOTHING is better than honyakusofto English.) 

That’s all for this week.

Again, please answer the additional questions on the Google Form. I’m trying to plan the best 
possible lessons without making them too difficult, or too boring, or too long, or too short. It’s not 
easy! 
See you later :)

1. What did you think when you read the headline?  

2. What images are in your mind when you hear the word 'technology'?  

3. What do you know about Huawei?  

4. Who do you believe in this story?  

5. How have Chinese companies become so strong?  

6. Why is the USA angry with Huawei?  

7. Why has the FBI been investigating Huawei?  

8. Is the global marketplace 'free and fair'?  

9. What will happen if the FBI charges are true?  

10. Where will US-China trade relations be in ten years from now?


